Reb Mojsze Częstochowski

Reb Mojsze Częstochowski was one of the best among the Częstochowa Chassidic public. He came from the town Lelów and his grandfather Reb Szlojme, had been raised on the lap of the tzadik Reb Duvidl Biderman, who is famous by his title “Reb Duvidl Lelówer”.

Reb Mojsze Częstochowski was a trusted confidante of the Rebbe Reb Awrum Yissuchor Rabinowicz of Radomsko, author of “Chessed Le’Avruhom” and, later, of his son, Reb Yechezkele. Despite being the owner of a wholesale flour business, he spent most of his time at the Radomsko Rebbes’ court and usually accompanied them on their travels. All matters at the Radomsko court were carried out with his guidance.